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ROMANIA LOOKS WEST: AN ANALYSIS OF
LEGISLATIVE CHANGE IN THE FOREIGN
TRADE SECTOR DURING THE SIXTIES
JAY A. BURGESS*
In a world that is constantly changing, the realm of East-
West relations has certainly been reflective of a whole new gen-
eration of thought that has emerged as to how communist and
democratic systems can best co-exist in the future.
It is the purpose of this Article to examine a unique aspect of
the East-West relationship-legislative change and innovation in
the foreign trade sector in an East Europe country. While we
Americans are used to observing and discussing U.S. legislation
quite closely and thoroughly, foreign legislative acts are, as a rule,
unknown to us. Certainly, this phenomenon is not less true in
the area of foreign trade where change occurs rapidly and often
in response to international trading trends and procedures.
This Article, then, attempts to explore foreign trade legisla-
tion in Romania during the 1960's. It seeks to trace a pattern of
legislative development in Romania and to relate that develop-
ment to her foreign policy initiatives and goals.
I. INTRODUCTION
The period from 1960 to 1970 has evidenced a remarkable
growth in the volume of East-West trade. Buttressed by a thaw-
ing out of the cold war politics of the 1950's and an easing of the
tensions that characterized East-West relations for so many years,
the socialist nations of Eastern Europe have been quite success-
ful in breaking out of the rigid inner-bloc trading system that the
Soviet Union imposed on them after World War II, and in de-
veloping their economies into increasingly diverse and efficient
state systems. Economic cooperation with the West has certainly
cemented the improved overall relations and contributed a great
deal towards the independence of these socialist states in the inter-
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national sphere. For the West, better commercial relations with
Eastern Europe have been not only an important tool in the im-
plementation of a more progressive foreign policy towards the
communist bloc of Eastern Europe but also a real investment in
what must surely be some very attractive and lucrative markets in
the near future.'
Of the East European nations (excluding Yugoslavia), the
Socialist Republic of Romania has probably sensed the essence of
this commercial detente best of all. Moving carefully but steadily
through the 1960's, Romania has maintained a shaky but inde-
pendent posture among her allies within the East European bloc
while reaching out commercially, not only to Western Europe but
also across the oceans to the U.S., Canada, and Japan.2
In spite of Romania's deep commitment to industrialization
and a real interest in foreign trade as a means of building and
strengthening her economy, the country is plagued in her efforts to
1. U.S. trade figures with Eastern Europe clearly indicate dramatic
growth. In 1963, U.S. total trade (exports and imports) with Eastern Europe
(including the U.S.S.R.) was $248,303,000. By 1969, that figure had nearly
doubled to $444,745,000.
Specific East European states even increased their trade with the U.S. in
spite of some rather severe restraints. For example, U.S.-Czechoslovakian trade
stood at $20,160,000 in 1963 but rose dramatically to $65,031,000 in 1966, two
years before the Soviet intervention. Even following the Soviet crackdown,
these figures showed a healthy volume in total trade of $38,426,000 for 1969,
nearly double the 1963 figure.
Even East Germany, a country which has been most critical of U.S. policy
in Vietnam and with whom we have no formal diplomatic relations, has in-
creased its U.S. total trade from $9,561,000 in 1963 to $40,391,000 in 1969.
U.S. DEPARTMENT COMMERCE, EXPORT CONTROL-93RD QUARTERLY REPORT,
3RD QUARTER 1970, at 31 (January 11, 1971).
2. Romanian trade with the West jumped from $214,000,000 in 1959 to
$1,009,000,000 in 1966. More specifically, West German-Romanian total trade
increased four fold between 1960 and 1967 while British-Romanian total trade
more than tripled. Even Japanese-Romanian trade, virtually non-existent in
1960 was 3.11% of Romania's total foreign trade by 1967. ECONOMIC AND
COMMERCIAL GUIDE TO ROMANIA 146 (1969-70).
Similarly, U.S.-Romanian trade relations show an impressive growth rate
from $6,428,000 in 1964 to $31,341,000 in 1966 and up to $79,824,000 in 1970.
The outlook for continued expansion and improvement seems good. The Nixon
Administration has shown a special interest in Romania as evidenced by Presi-
dent Nixon's visit to Bucharest in the summer of 1969 and the warm reception
given to Romanian President Ceausescu on the occasion of his unofficial visit
to the United States in the fall of 1970. More recently, Secretary of Commerce,
Maurice H. Stans visited Bucharest and announced further relaxation of U.S.
export controls to Romania. U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE, EXPORT CON-
TROL-96TH QUARTERLY REPORT, 2D QUARTER 1971, at 24 & 29 (August 16,
1971).
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increase trade with the West by a lack of hard currency and an
imbalance of trade. Thus, because of the heavy program of im-
ports of Western industrial equipment and technology, Romanian
trade with the West is regularly in deficit. At present, this is the
single greatest obstacle to real growth and progress in the Ro-
manian economy. The problem is not unique to Romania but
may be seen in the other East European nations, as well. In
Romania, it stems from several deficiencies and weaknesses in the
Romanian economy.
First, Romania has very limited gold reserves. As a metal
that can be exchanged for hard currency, gold is a useful way for
a country to maintain a healthy balance of payments. The
U.S.S.R., which may have gold reserves second only to South
Africa, has used this resource to prevent an imbalance of trade in
recent years, but Romania (and the other East European nations)
is not as rich, resource-wise, and thus has no easy way to correct
her foreign trade imbalances.
Second, because of many years of trading exclusively within
the East European bloc, Romania, until very recently, has had
little opportunity to accumulate any hard currency reserves, which
are so necessary to maintain a favorable balance of foreign trade
in Eastern Europe. Yugoslovaia, which reestablished trade with
the West much more quickly than Romania, is an example of a so-
cialist country which broke away from strict intra-bloc trading and
began to earn hard currency some time ago. While it still has a
trade imbalance of its own, Yugoslovaia is on the road to making
its "dinar" a convertible currency. Hence, the Yugoslavian ex-
ample has been a strong influence on neighboring Romania, and
much of Romanian growth of trade with the West has been at the
expense of her allies within the East European bloc.
Third, in her desire to industrialize rapidly and develop a
strong economic base, Romania has developed a taste for complex,
expensive technology and know-how from the West. Romania's
extensive trade with West Germany and her growing trade with
Great Britain and France are indications of this search for high
quality technical goods. 3 Here, then, is a great dilemma for Ro-
mania. She must have these goods to industrialize, manufacture,
and then sell her quality product abroad. But this technology is
expensive and cannot be obtained without offering either currency
or comparable goods in return.
3. See note 2 part one supra, at 145-146.
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This, then, brings us to the fourth problem-Romania's lack
of hard currency producing export items. Since Romania is not
yet sufficiently advanced technologically to produce large numbers
of high quality industrial manufactures,4 she has been forced to
rely upon her natural resources and simple food products as the
chief means by which to export to the West and to thereby earn
hard currency. While the situation has been improving, particu-
larly in the numbers of industrial exports being manufactured, it
has also resulted in a drain on Romania's natural resources, es-
pecially in the petroleum and forestry areas.
The trade imbalance we have been emphasizing is clearly
reflected in Romania's trade figures for the 1960's.5 Recognizing
this problem, Romania has made external efforts to help improve
her balance of trade. She has extended and intensified strong
trading ties with Western Europe. 6 Romania's trade relations
4. This situation is changing, however, as heavy industry assumes an in-
creasingly important role in the overall economy of Romania. Strong emphasis
is being placed on the production of electric and automated equipment. A sym-
bol of this change is the vast iron and steel complex at Galeti. Nearly 2/3 of
Romania's planned investment in iron and steel was produced by this project
between 1966-1970. U.S. Department of Commerce, Basic Data on the Econ-
omy of Romania, OVERSEAS BUSINESS REPORTS 5 (December 1968).
5. In 1960, Romania's trade with non-Communist countries stood at a
favorable $168,000,000 in imports as opposed to $186,000,000 in exports.
By 1964, however, the same figures stood at a not so favorable $384,000,000
in imports as against $332,000,000 in exports; and by 1966, this figure of
approximately a $65,000,000 trade imbalance held constant as imports stood at
$536,000,000 as against $472,000,000 in exports. U.S. Department of Com-
merce, Basic Data on the Economy of Romania, OVERSEAS BusINESs REPORTS
12 (December 1968).
U.S.-Romanian trade figures tell the same story. In 1964, U.S. exports to
Romania stood at $5,156,000 while U.S. imports from Romania stood at only
$1,272,000. By 1966 and then 1969, Romanian imports of U.S. goods were at
$26,686,000 and $32,394,000 respectively while Romanian exports to the U.S.
were still relatively small in comparison at $4,655,000 and $7,966,000 respec-
tively. What is particularly important as to these figures is that during the
1960's an increasing percentage of these U.S. exports to Romania involved
such items as electrical measuring and controlling instruments, material process-
ing equipment and parts involving a change in temperature, electrical machinery,
apparatus, and appliances, and geophysical and mineral processing instruments.
This indicates that a large percentage of the approximately $24,000,000 trade
imbalance in 1969 may have involved high quality U.S. technology, thereby
causing a rather severe balance of payments problem. U.S. Department of
Commerce, Basic Data on the Economy of Romania, OVERSEAS BUSINESS RE-
PORTS 16 (December 1968) and U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE, EXPORT
CONTROL-93RD QUARTERLY REPORT, 3RD QUARTER 1970, at 31 (January 11,
1971).
6. This has occurred at the expense of trade with the socialist countries
4
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with West Germany, Italy, France, Great Britain, and Austria
have all maintained constant growth in recent years. In many
respects, it has been easy to reestablish and develop trade contacts
with these countries since Romania has traditional commercial
ties dating back hundreds of years with most of them. In some
cases, such as with France, Great Britain, Austria, and Switzer-
land, this commercial cooperation has followed the successful set-
tlement of outstanding economic and financial problems stemming
from World War II and the subsequent communist take-over.
And in most all cases, it has meant a standardization of economic
exchanges by the use of common agreements and documents.7
Of particular interest to Romanian authorities have been the long
term bilateral economic agreements that they have been able to
negotiate with these countries.8  Depending on the credit terms
available, these agreements have taken several different forms:
barter transactions, counter-purchase deals, compensation trading,
and even economic and technical cooperation arrangements.
An excellent example of this trading policy was seen several
years ago when TAROM, the Romanian national airline, obtained
several new routes to Western Europe and wanted to add a mod-
em high performance aircraft to her fleet. Instead of turning to
the Russians for the standard Soviet jet-prop, Romania went to the
West for six of the faster, more modem British BAC-i ll's. Air-
planes being costly items, this purchase was certainly a dramatic
gesture on Romania's part that she intended to keep trading and
even intensify her commercial dealings with the West. While
such a purchase obviously puts a rather substantial figure in the
import column, it also produces some indirect benefits which help
the balance of payments in the long run. For instance, such a
purchase certainly enhances Romanian-British trade relations and
may well lead to future British purchase of Romanian exports.
Furthermore, the hard currency earning potential of the products
purchased is obvious. With jet service provided between Bucha-
rest and the capitals of Western Europe by TAROM, Romania
is getting her share of pounds, francs, and deutschmarks, in the
air transport business. Similarly, faster and more efficient air
of Eastern Europe and the U.S.S.R. where the growth rates have leveled and in
some cases even declined. As is well known, this has resulted in rather severe
Soviet pressures on Romania to trade more within the East Europe bloc.
7. See note 3 supra, at 145.
8. Under these agreements, Romania is usually able to work out fairly
favorable long term financing arrangements.
Vol. 2
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service to Bucharest means more businessmen and tourists (with
their hard currency) coming to Romania.
A further external effort, and one with which the American
reader will be more familiar, is Romania's overtures to the U.S.
during the 1960's. There have been numerous developments.
In 1960, the U.S. and Romania came to agreement over specific
claims of U.S. nationals arising out of World War II damages and
commercial and financial debts. They also agreed as to the un-
blocking (by the U.S.) of assets of Romanian residents.' Even
more significantly, in 1964, the U.S. and Romania carried on
successful negotiations with reference to foreign trade matters.1°
Specifically, U.S. export licensing procedures for goods destined
for Romania were eased, economic cooperation was furthered in
several areas, and practical difficulties concerning foreign trade
(e.g., entry, travel, and work restrictions on representatives of
U.S. firms) were eliminated, thus facilitating increased commer-
cial intercourse. Following in the wake of these improved rela-
tions have come several new joint projects between U.S. and Ro-
manian companies. The Universal Oil Products project in
1967-69 and the recently completed Coming Glass Company
works are examples of both Romanian initiative in interesting
larger U.S. firms to invest in Romanian trade and an increased
U.S. business interest in the area.
In these recent efforts to improve her balance of payments
deficit with the West, Romanian authorities have pushed hard in
their talks with U.S. officials for better credit terms in transactions
involving the purchase of U.S. exports" and for Most Favored Na-
tion Status for Romanian exports to the U.S. 2 Both these measures
would be of considerable help in balancing Romanian foreign
9. U.S. Department of Commerce, Basic Data on the Economy of Ro-
mania, OVERSEAS BUSINESS REPORTS 17 (December 1968).
10. In recent years "there has been a steady flow of two-way visits of
high-level U.S. and Romanian officials who have encouraged the broadening
of U.S.-Romanian relations." ROMANIA, COMMERCE TODAY, Vol. 1, No. 20, at
34 (July 12, 1971). See also note 2 supra.
11. Currently, both the JOHNSON ACT of 1934 (62 STAT. 744 (1934) ), as
amended), 18 U.S.C. § 955 (1964 ed.); and the EXPORT-IMPORT BANK ACT
(59 STAT. 526 (1945)), as amended, 12 U.S.C. § 635 (1964 ed.) effectively
bar the extension of commercial credit to Romania on favorable terms.
12. Most favored nation tariff treatment is denied to Romania and the
other East European countries, except for Poland and Yugoslavia. In essence,
this means that imported products from Romania are dutiable at higher rates
than are similar imports from other countries.
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trade. Easier credit terms would allow a continuation of the pur-
chase of high quality technical and industrial goods without such
an economy damaging outflow of hard currency. Most Favored
Nation Status would enable Romanian exports to compete on an
equal basis in the U.S. market, and thereby earn more dollars to
put back into the Romanian economy. Whether the U.S. will
grant these more favorable trade terms in the near future is uncer-
tain. What is certain, however, is Romania's determination to use
her posture as an independent socialist state in order to develop
strong commercial ties with the United States.
II. LEGISLATION IN THE FOREIGN
TRADE SECTOR
Equally important, and perhaps even more significant, in Ro-
mania's attempt to balance her foreign trade has been the eco-
nomic legislation which this socialist country has passed in recent
years. These laws and directives have been aimed at two spe-
cific goals-first, to facilitate foreign trade transactions (particu-
larly with the West) by reorganizing and streamlining her foreign
trade structure, and second, to increase the amount of convertible,
hard currency earned and brought into Romania while, at the
same time, restricting and controlling its flow out of the country.
Of the legislation passed, the most important, thus far, is the law
of the "industrial centrals. 1 3 This Act is a major step towards re-
organizing not only the foreign trade system but the economy as
a whole. Through it and other legislative measures, Romania
hopes to attain greater economic efficiency, greater pricing flex-
ibility and more effective economic reorganization. 14 Before ex-
amining in detail the provisions of this "industrial centrals" law,
we would do well to look briefly at some of the other internal leg-
islative efforts forwarded in the last few years to meet the above
objctives.
A. Internal Legislative Efforts
1. Simplified Export-Import Procedures.-
First, we have noted that as a means to achieve her import
13. This law is HCM nr. 586, March 24, 1969 (Hotire pentru aprobarea
Statutului centralei industriale (cadru)). See part B of this article for a more
complete discussion.
14. See note 9 supra, at 3.
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requirements without resorting to surrendering large amounts of
hard currency, Romania has resorted to various specialized forms
of commercial exchange (e.g., barter, compensation trading,
switch trading, etc.). What legislation, if any, has the govern-
ment passed to similarly aid its foreign trade policy and interna-
tional commercial dealings? An excellent example of such legis-
lative aid is found in the customs law of Romania. 15 Passed in
1961 and modified in 1969, this law defines the customs organi-
zation for the import and export of goods, establishes the attri-
butes of customs control, and identifies the various obligations of
the parties concerned in a customs matter.
In order to facilitate every type of export-import transaction
in an efficient way, Marea Adunare Nationald (the Grand Na-
tional Assembly) adopted lengthy and detailed rules concerning
the customs organization in this Act. In seven separate sections
the law deals with imports and exports in terms of highways and
railways, the sea and rivers, coasting via international waters, air,
tourist items and parcel post, goods in transit, and goods in stor-
age. 6 These sections pay particular attention to the place of cus-
toms control and the forms and procedures by which documenta-
tion is passed and inspection carried out. Attention has been
paid to detail. For example, Article 8, referring to customs du-
ties as to railway organizations, requires a specific customs list for
collective carriages and a resume of packages for postal carriages.
Furthermore, such transmission acts must be timely made on ar-
rival.' 7 Very little is left to interpretation although the Ministry
of Commerce (Ministry of Internal Trade) does appear to have
some degree of latitude as to developing and simplifying proce-
dures where it deems the situation necessary.
This same phenomenon (the power to simplify procedures,
or even eliminate formalities) is seen in Article 35 (as to goods
for shipment, railway carriage, and parcel post) and in Article
40 (as to customs tariffs).1 s The value of such powers is obvious.
Import of specific needed items, where desired, can be handled
quickly and expeditiously without the hassle of administrative
15. LEGE nr. 6, December 30, 1961 (privend reglementarea regimul vama
al R.S.R.), and DECRET nr. 47, January 29, 1969 (pentru modificarea LEGE nr.
6/1961 privend reglementarea regimul vamal al R.S.R.). DECRET nr. 47 modi-
fies only Articles 54 & 55 of LEGE nr. 6.
16. id. at Chap. 11, §§ 1-7.
17. Id. at Art. 8.
18. Id. at Arts. 35 & 40.
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formalities. Since it is the Ministry of Commerce which has the
power to order such simplification and because that ministry
works in close harmony with the Ministry of Foreign Trade, such
powerful rules in a centralized economic system can lead to the
efficient operation of customs organizations in the foreign trade
sector. While such control is rather arbitrary, it also allows a good
deal of flexibility and is a strong administrative tool in developing
the Romanian economy. 19
Along these same lines, the law establishes various exemp-
tions from the payment of cusoms duties.20 Some of these relate
directly to and facilitate the foreign trade process, such as the ex-
emption for samples or models sent or received by commercial
representatives of foreign states in Romania and sent or received
by the State trading companies (Art. 46).21 Again, there is a spe-
cial provision (Art. 47) for the Ministry of Commerce to establish
other commercial benefits and categories of goods to be exempted
from payment of customs duties.2 2 Under Article 47, this may be
done on a case by case basis.
While this law may be seen, in many respects, as an "aiding"
or "facilitating type" of legislation in terms of increasing foreign
trade, it is also very much of a legislative act of control and au-
thority. Chapter IV of the law is devoted to customs infractions
and infringements. Penalties are carefully spelled out and some
sanctions are quite stringent, such as Article 52, which provides
that an exist visa will not be granted to a ship or plane by customs
authorities where a penalty owing from the commander, owner,
agent, or crew of the vessel or aircraft is not paid or guaranteed;
19. Ministry of Commerce power and authority goes not only to simplify
and facilitate, but also to control and direct customs operations by means of
sanctions and special rules. Thus, for example, under Article 67, customs rules
for diplomatic missions and consulates and for foreign citizens residing in or
passing through Romania on official business are established subject to the ap-
proval of the Ministry.
20. See note 15 supra, at Arts. 46 & 47.
21. This is an attractive feature to foreign traders working in Romania
since it means they can ship in and display their product model without having
to clear it through lengthy customs procedures or pay duties for that short term
use.
22. This is a catch-all provision which gives the Ministry of Commerce
discretion to establish customs exemptions for any goods, services, or commer-
cially related items coming into Romania. For instance, goods or equipment
which Romania was particularly anxious to get from the West or medical aid and
supplies coming into Romania (at the time of the spring floods in 1970) would
come in customs free under this article.
Vol. 2
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and that under such circumstances the captain of the port or direc-
tor of the airport is obliged to retain the vessel or aircraft until
such time as the penalty is so paid or guaranteed.23 It should also
be noted that penalty provisions relating to contraband have been
updated by law so as to conform to the new Romanian penal
code. 24  This has resulted in more clarity and certainty as to what
constitutes illegal export and import transactions, and as such,
besides being a control on foreign trade transactions, it is also an
aid to those parties involved in international transactions to carry
out their commercial dealings in the proper manner. Finally, it
must be added that the power of sanctions, both as to inquiry and
actual penalties, is vested in the Ministry of Commerce and its
subordinate customs authorities. The procedural standards under
which the Ministry of Commerce operates are broad in scope.
With the authority to make broad inquiries and to retain goods
and vehicles of transport, it is obvious that the Ministry has con-
siderable latitude in enforcing this customs law.2 5
2. Attracting Tourism.-
In recent years, tourism has come to play an important role in
Romania's effort to achieve a balance of payments and to develop
and stabilize her economy. Blessed with a rich culture, a varied
topography, and specific areas well suited for tourism, Romania
has moved to capitalize on her natural beauty as a means of earn-
ing hard currency. Establishing resorts and vacation areas takes
a considerable initial investment, of course, but once built and
flourishing, they provide a steady flow of incoming currency. If
Western tourists are attracted, then the inflow is in hard currency;
so, legislation promoting tourism is of the type that increases for-
eign trade by attracting hard currency. It is clearly an attrac-
tive form of foreign exchange and the amount of legislation passed
in recent years to facilitate tourism has been impressive. Roman-
ian officials claim that their program of tourism has been devel-
oped, even in a few short years, to match that of the developed
programs of Western Europe.26
23. See 15 supra, at Art. 52.
24. Articles 54 & 55 of LEGE nr. 6/1961 have been modified by DECRET
nr. 47/1969.
25. See note 15 supra, at Arts. 56 through 65.
26. C. Popescu-Arbore, Consideratii Generale Asupru Contractului in Tur-
ismul International, Vol. 3 REviSTA ROMANA DE DREPT 81 (1970).
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The key legislative act is the Decree for the Setting Up, Or-
ganization, and Operation of the National Travel Office, passed
in 1967.7 By this Act, the travel office (O.N.T.) is established
as a central organization of the state administration, empowered
as the only body to carry out state policy relating to tourism.2"
As such, O.N.T. coordinates all tourist activity in Romania. Prior
to 1967, tourism was basically controlled and administered
through the Ministry of Foreign Trade.29 By this 1967 Decree
tourism was elevated to a place within the government system
commensurate with its growing importance within the economy.
It is particularly significant that the government saw fit not merely
to assign the department of tourism more duties and responsibili-
ties within an existing ministry but rather to establish a separate
organizational entity with extensive domestic and international
responsibilities.
O.N.T.'s attributes are many and varied. They range from
the basic organization of tourist activities at all levels (at home and
abroad) to planning measures concerning the promotion and de-
velopment of tourism in Romania. 0 Furthermore O.N.T. is a
separate legal entity. As such, it is able to negotiate, conclude,
and apply agreements and contracts relating to international tour-
ist activity in Romania and also to organize and carry out cur-
rency exchange operations as authorized by the National Bank
of Romania.31
Structurally, O.N.T.'s organization is broadly based. In ad-
dition to the agencies for domestic and international travel, and
the departments for tourist facilities and supply, the Office in-
cludes departments for planning, research, and publicity. O.N.T.
even handles its own legal matters through the judicial and arbitra-
tion offices." Both the breadth of its structure and the extent of
its authority are reflected in O.N.T.'s ability to establish, or shut
down, its subordinate travel enterprises, agencies, branch offices,
and bureaus both at home and abroad.33  Finally, it should be
27. DECRET nr. 32, January 27, 1967.
28. Id., for the setting up, organization, and operation of the National
Travel Office, at Art. 1.
29. DECRET nr. 284/1962 for the setting up, organization, and operation
of the Foreign Trade Ministry.
30. See note 27 supra, at Art. 2.
31. Id. at Art. 2(e) & (r), and see note 26 supra, at 82.
32. See note 27 supra, at Art. 5.
33. Id.
Vol. 2
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noted that the collection and payments of currency resulting from
O.N.T. activities are deemed to be foreign trade currency opera-
tions.34  This means that currency earned by tourism must be
cleared through the Bank of Foreign Trade and that the operation
of O.N.T., while classified as an individual entity, is grouped to-
gether with other foreign trade activities for purposes of the Ro-
manian economy as a whole.
As Romania's tourist activities have only developed in any
volume in the last ten years, it is not surprising that the legislative
basis for Romanian tourism has been established in piecemeal
fashion over the same period. For example, 1964 saw two sep-
arate decisions of the Council of Ministers concerning specific as-
pects of Romanian tourism. In an effort to attract hard currency
and facilitate its exchange in Romania, an act was passed by
which the rate of exchange in lei, for specific hard currencies, 5
was established at 200%, thereby offering a special tourist ex-
change rate and an attractive incentive for Western tourists. 6
Another promotional feature designed to increase the flow of
tourism was the establishment of a price reduction for popular
gift items, when purchased with hard currency, and the setting up
of hard currency ("dollar") shops at frontier points, airports,
sea ports, and tourism centers.87
At the same time, another act was passed which was designed
to standardize hotel rates at "deluxe" hotels in Romania. This
specific legislation shows the centralized control of O.N.T. over
rate structure in this area. It is significant that the general au-
thority to establish these tariffs and the appropriate facilities was
vested not only in O.N.T.'s Price Commission and in the Ministry
of Commerce, but also in the Ministry of Foreign Trade.3 8  This
reaffirms what we have seen before-namely, that while tourism is
a separate and distinct state activity, under O.N.T., it is by law
directly related to the foreign trade area.
More recently, further legislation developing the fabric of
Romania's tourist activities has been passed. Again, these are
34. Id. at Art. 6.
35. These currencies include U.S. dollars, Canadian dollars, Italian lira,
Swiss francs, Belgian francs, West German marks, Dutch florins, Swedish
crowns, Norwegian crowns, Danish crowns, Japanese yen, and Australian dollars.
36. HCM nr. 354, June 6, 1964 (Hotirrea privind unele misuri pentru
cresterea Incasdrilor din activitates turistica), § 1.
37. Id. at §§ 2 & 3.
38. HCM nr. 355, June 6, 1964 (Hotdrirea privind stabilirea tarifului pentru
hotelurile de lux), §§ 1, 2, & 4.
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laws dealing with specific problems related to tourism, and they
reflect a growing recognition of the need to accommodate foreign
tourists. In 1967, a law was passed authorizing the founding of
a Romanian Automobile Club, primarily to provide an organiza-
tion for the growing number of private car owners in Romania;
but also to facilitate auto-tourism within the country. Recognizing
the growing popularity of auto-tourism throughout Europe and
the potential of this form of tourism for the economy, the law
makes provision for full cooperation between the Auto Club and
O.N.T 9  A year later, in 1968, special legislation was passed
for the administrative organization of the Intercontinental Hotel-
Bucharest to be under the supervision and control of O.N.T. It
had become evident during the mid-1960's that as tourism in-
creased, more hotel space would be needed in Bucharest. This
Act, while not specifically related to the construction of the hotel,
did establish a distinct enterprise in the name of the future hotel
and temporarily placed it under the complete control and leader-
ship of O.N.T.4°
No set of legal rules involving tourism in an East European
country would be complete without definitive rules as to passports.
Of particular interest to both the foreign tourist and businessman
are the provisions relating to visas. In the not so distant past, it
was necessary to obtain a visa for entry into Romania well in ad-
vance of one's journey. Such visas were for a fixed duration and
upon expiration they were void, with little chance of extension or
renewal. In recent years, however, interest in increasing tourism
and the need to provide ease of entry and exit for foreign business-
men have resulted in changes in this policy. Just last year the law
relating to passports and visas was updated from 1968.
Under the current law, visas are still required for entry and
exit at any border crossing or other point of entry,4 but they can
39. HCM nr. 614, March 23, 1967 (Hotirirea privind autorizarea infiintarii
asociatiei "Automobil Clubal Romdn"), Art. 2.
40. HCM nr. 63, January 23, 1968 (Hotdirea privind nfliintarea intreprin-
derii "Hotel Intercontinental Bucuresti," sub indrumarea si controlul Oficiului
National de Turism al R.S.R.), Arts. 1 & 3.
The enterprise "Hotel Intercontinental Bucharest" will ultimately be re-
sponsible to O.N.T. in any case, but by this Act, O.N.T. did assume immediate
responsibility for commercial obligations and expenses taken in the name of the
enterprise.
41. DECRET nr. 156, March 24, 1970 (privind regimul pasapoarelor),
Art. 25. Note that the U.S. and Romania have abolished certain visa fees on a
reciprocal basis. See T.I.A.S. 6677 (U.S. Department of State), May 1, 1969.
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be obtained in some cases (e.g., for tourists) on the spot. Also,
many different types of visas now exist,42 thereby accommodating
all types of visitors from tourists and businessmen, to those merely
in transit.43 Furthermore, this same provision permits both single
and multiple entry/exit visas." Tourist visas are good for 30
days but may easily be renewed up to a maximum of 90 days,
thus permitting the tourist, and the foreign businessman, the op-
portunity to extend his stay.45 It is possible to stay in Romania for
more than 90 days, also, either by leaving the country and re-en-
tering on a new tourist visa or by obtaining a simple visa for one
year, under which one must register with the police.46 Special
provision for foreigners coming to Romania other than as tourists
is made in this Act, whereby it is possible for such persons to ob-
tain the multiple entry/exit visa.4  This accommodates very
well the foreign businessman, who is working on a project in Ro-
mania, and who finds it necessary to return frequently to the home
office or who must leave Romania for business matters on short
notice.48
Control of the issuing of passports, including responsibility
for answering the requests of foreigners for both entry and exist
visas, rests with the Ministry of Internal Affairs and the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs. 49  But, as we have noted, this authority is dele-
gated to the proper officials at Romanian embassies abroad and at
frontier and other port of entry control points.50 These less re-
strictive provisions with respect to passports and visas have aided
Romania's program of promoting tourism a great deal, and per-
42. Under Art. 26 the following visas are granted: diplomatic; duty; sim-
ple; and tourist. Also, provision is made for a special transit visa (good for 72
hours).
43. See note 41 supra, at Art. 26, and HCM nr. 424, April 9, 1970
(Hotdnrea privind stabilirea unor masuri in legdturd cu regimul pasapoartelor),
Art. 4 (B) § 2.
44. See note 41 supra, at Art. 26.
45. Id. at Art. 28.
46. The simple one year visa (with proper registration with the local po-
lice), for instance, is the means by which foreign students may study in Ro-
mania and foreign businessmen and technicians may stay in Romania for
lengths of time in connection with on going joint industrial projects.
47. See note 43 supra, at Art. 9.
48. Such a multiple entry/exit visa allows several departures and re-entries
during the fixed duration of the visa. This permits the foreign businessman
to avoid 7 to 14 day waits for an exit visa to be processed under the simple,
one year, visa provision.
49. See note 43 supra, at Arts. 3, §§ 1(e) & 4.
50. Id. at Arts. 3, §§ 4(a) & 4(b), 1.
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haps even more importantly, have made it far easier for foreign
businessmen to enter Romania and deal effectively and efficiently
with the state trading companies.
3. Foreign Currency And Precious Metal Control.-
Romania has passed considerable legislation establishing def-
inite rules as to foreign currency and precious metals. This leg-
islation may be seen essentially as a "control type" of legislative
action. In an. effort to effectively control the flow of currency
(both domestic and foreign), Romania, as early as 1960, set up
elaborate rules for all foreign currency transactions and exchanges.
State policy is very clear in this respect. Retention of foreign cur-
rency or precious metals by Romanian nationals is strictly for-
bidden (except by express means of the law) and the National
Bank of Romania, as a state monopoly, has the exclusive right to
buy and sell these instruments of wealth.,1 In this way, the gov-
ernment is able to keep a close check on all hard currency enter-
ing the country and to carefully conserve it. This control, in turn,
makes the job of planning foreign trade easier for the proper au-
thorities at the Ministry of Foreign Trade and the Bank of For-
eign Trade.
The obligations of state enterprises and other trading or-
ganizations, which deal in foreign trade and earn hard currency,
are set out in the decree. Under this Act, these organizations are
compelled to yield such hard currency earnings to the National
Bank of Romania immediately after realization. 52 Such hard cur-
rency that is yielded will be paid according to the plan and the
rate of exchange established by the Council of Ministers.5" Again,
this authority allows the Council of Ministers and the other cen-
tral organs to dominate and control the market for hard currency
and prevent commercial fluctuations in the state set exchange
rates for anything other than external causes. Beyond the policy
role played by the Council of Ministers and the functional role of
the National Bank of Romania, authority in financial operations
also rests in the Ministry of Finance. Under this decree, that
Ministry is authorized to approve all payments and fees made
abroad on behalf of the state and financial operations of the state
51. DECRET nr. 210, June 17, 1960 (privind regimul mijloacelor de plata
striine, metalelor pretioase si pietrelor pretioase), Art. 1.
52. Id. at Art. 10.
53. Id. at Art. 12.
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enterprises involved in foreign commerce.14 As we shall see later,
the new Bank of Foreign Trade also plays a significant role in
the regulation of foreign currency exchange. In essence, however,
we have seen a very rigid system of regulation with various or-
ganizations within the state structure exercising tight control on
the import of hard currency earned through foreign trade.
In recent years, several changes in this basic law have oc-
curred. In light of economic changes abroad, and particularly
the broader range of international tourist activities, legislation was
passed in 1970 which eased some of the rigid rules establishing
obligations on Romanians who legally acquired foreign currency
or precious metals. 55 Basically, special categories of foreign wealth
were established which were excepted from the obligation of sur-
render in Article 9. Where these exceptions are made, howeve
the exempt foreign currency must be spent for specific building of
facilities, buying of goods, or payment of services. These exemp-
tions and requirements for spending are established by the Council
of Ministers.56
Particularly significant for purposes of tourism were changes
which eased the currency and precious metal declarations. Un-
der the 1960 law, it was necessary for foreign tourists entering Ro-
mania to declare with customs authorities all foreign currency and
precious metals and stones.57 In 1967, legislation was passed
which no longer required foreign currency to be declared (pre-
cious metals and stones must still be declared).58 Also passed
under this decree was a provision no longer requiring special au-
thorization for the taking of foreign currency from Romania, thus
making easier the customs procedures for tourists.
4. Reorganization Legislation.-
Within the last three or four years the Grand National As-
54. Id. at Art. 15.
55. Under Art. 9 of DECRET nr. 210/1960 such holdings had to be pre-
sented and surrendered to the National Bank of Romania within fixed time periods
from the date of acquisition (either 30 or 60 days depending on the nature of
the acquisition).
56. DEcRET nr. 25, January 30, 1970 (pentru modijicare DECRETULUI nr.
210/1960 privind regimul mijloacelor de plati strdine, metalelor pretioase si
pietrelor pretiolase), Art. 9.
57. See note 51 supra, at Art. 22.
58. DECRET nr. 885, September 11, 1967 (pentru modificare DECRETULUI
nr. 210/1960 privind regimul mijloacelor de platd strdine, metalelor pretioase si
pietrelor pretiolase), § 2 (modifying Art. 22).
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sembly has passed some very important foreign trade legislation
which we shall call "reorganization type" legislation. Unlike the
other forms of legislation we have seen above, these acts are not
meant to control or merely aid specific aspects of the Romanian
foreign trade system. Rather, reorganization legislation goes to
the root of the commercial problem, which is the structure of that
system, and seeks to change not simply by amending existing leg-
islation and programs but by innovating and styling new solutions
to existing problems. It is most promising to see such innovative
legislative change come out of a rigidly structured nation like
Romania, and it most certainly is a good omen for those in the
West hoping to increase commercial ties with Bucharest.
One such innovation is the law creating the Romanian Bank
of Foreign Trade.59 Created in 1968, this bank is organized as
a central state organ and as a special bank of the department of
external operations of the National Bank of Romania.6" Despite
its obvious connection with the National Bank of Romania, it is a
separate, independent organization and a legal entity.6 The Bank
of Foreign Trade has as its specific goals, carrying out the policies
of the Communist Party and the state as to cash payments, and
developing credit dealings and control of bank currency with re-
gard to foreign operations.6 2
The specific attributes of the Bank of Foreign Trade are
quite broad and they reflect a real grant of authority to this or-
ganization with respect to foreign trade transactions. The basic
provision permits the Bank to organize and carry out financial
matters with respect to all operations of the foreign trade system
and any other operations with foreigners, including the exchange
of currency. 63 In addition, the Bank has the power to buy and
sell hard foreign currency, both in Romania and abroad; to give
credit, both in lei and in foreign currency, to Romanian enter-
prises and organizations that deal internationally; to authorize im-
ports, exports and transfers of titles of value; to enter into finan-
cial arrangements with foreign banks and parties in accord with
financial agreements or credit conventions previously stated; to
give and receive financial guarantees on payment terms; to issue,
59. LEGE nr. 16, June 21, 1968 (privind injiintarea, organizarea, si func-
tionarea Bincii Romane de Comert Exterior).
60. Id. at Art. 1.
61. Id. at Art. 6.
62. Id. at Art. 1.
63. Id. at Art. 2(a).
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when necessary, obligatory instructions concerning loans, credit,
discounts, cash payments, and other banking operations; to present
to the Council of Ministers various plans and programs for the in-
ternational banking system; and, to participate and cooperate
with international financial institutions and banking operations on
problems of international commerce. 64
As can be seen, these powers give the new banking organi-
zation a wide scope of action and a great deal of responsibility.
Under this law the Bank would appear to have a good deal of au-
tonomy and yet still rely for guidance upon the National Bank of
Romania. Of course, it might also be questioned here just how
independent and autonomous the Bank of Foreign Trade really is.
This brings us to a critical question that must be asked in any
economic reform or reorganization in Romania. While the reform
is carefully delineated legislatively by the implementation of the
reorganization theory, is the practical effect of the created change
to operate as planned, or does it fall back on traditional centers of
control and authority, thereby making the reorganization only a
paper one? Our question is difficult to answer since observation
of the internal workings and decision of central state organs is not
permitted. It is safe to say, however, that this reorganization is more
than a paper one. While the National Bank obviously has guided
and directed the Bank of Foreign Trade in these its formative years,
the organization would appear to be establishing itself and matur-
ing as a central state organ. It is clearly to Romania's advantage
to have separated the financial workings of foreign trade from
the daily operations of the National Bank. It allows a much closer
coordination between the Ministry of Foreign Trade and the bank-
ing authorities; it leads to smoother and more efficient financial
planning, and it facilitates the making and carrying out of com-
mercial transactions between foreign business operations and the
state enterprises. All in all, it should be seen as a positive step
in Romania's quest to improve her foreign trade structure and
develop her economy.
B. The Industrial Central
1. Generally.-
Along the same lines as the Bank of Foreign Trade law, is
legislation that is, perhaps, the most significant of any we have
64. Id. at Art. 2.
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mentioned thus far. This is the law of 1969 which established
the "industrial central" within the Romanian economic structure."5
Very basically, the "industrial centrals" scheme is a regrouping of
industry into units having common interests, i.e., production, mar-
keting, etc. As a reorganization of operational control in Ro-
manian industry, the industrial centrals plan hopes to provide the
Romanian economy with better organization and greater eco-
nomic efficiency. As such, it is a key piece of legislation in the
foreign trade sector, and is especially important to the export trade,
where the industrial centrals will have a good deal of responsi-
bility.
In essence, this Act is of the "reorganization type" of legisla-
tion, but it also reflects of the other types of legislative action we
have seen. Like the Customs Act it may be seen to aid the foreign
trade policy of Romania. Similarly, the Industrial Centrals Act is
meant to facilitate and to increase foreign trade, just as the tourist
laws are. Finally, to a lesser degree this legislation also has ele-
ments of the control aspect that we saw in the Foreign Currency
Regulation Act. In all, this legislation is very comprehensive, ef-
fecting not only the foreign trade sector but the whole Romanian
economy as well. That the Act performs so many functions as a
piece of legislation concerned with foreign trade is an indication
of its importance to the development of the Romanian economy.
2. The Basic Structure of the Romanian Foreign Trade Sys-
tem.-
Before examining the Act itself, we should first review very
basically the structure of the Romanian foreign trade system in
order to understand how the system has evolved, and particularly
to see what preceded the initiation of the "industrial central"
scheme. Foreign trade in Romania is conducted as a state mo-
nopoly with the Romanian Government acting as the only importer
and exporter.66 As it is under state control, foreign trade is con-
ducted strictly in accordance with the national economic plan.
The Ministry of Foreign Trade is responsible for the planning,
regulation, and supervision of the foreign trade system.67  Tradi-
65. See note 13 supra for citation to this law.
66. Under Article 8 of the Constitution of the Socialist Republic of Ro-
mania, foreign trade is a State monopoly.
67. The attributes of such commercial representation in the Romanian
State monopoly are: representing the interest of the country in the domain of
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tionally, sales and purchases have been made by the government
controlled and operated state trading companies, which were sub-
ordinate to the Ministry of Foreign Trade, in whom the state mo-
nopoly rests." All Romanian industry is controlled by a group of
industrial ministries, which are supported, in turn, by planning,
research, and design institutes, and from both of which the indi-
vidual factories and enterprises receive direction. Thus, when a
foreign trade transaction is involved, it has traditionally resulted
in the efforts of several state organizations and ministries, with
the Ministry of Foreign Trade having ultimate authority and exer-
cising final control. The factors involved in a state monopoly,
and which the above efforts of state organizations and ministries
affect, include: a licensing system for exports; authorizations for
particular industries; hard currency control; granting of the right
of monopoly with respect to imports and exports; registration of
all enterprises participating in foreign trade; and, establishing lists
of foreign trade goods.6 9
How, then, has the Ministry of Foreign Trade operated in
Romania? What has been its structure and how has it functioned
traditionally to fulfill its role within the Romanian economy? As
originally established in 1948, the Ministry of Foreign Trade had
rather general attributes. They included leading and realizing the
economic policy of Romania in commercial relations with other
countries; carrying out the foreign trade plan; negotiating and en-
tering treaties, accords, and economic agreements with foreign
countries; proposing and implementing plans and projects in for-
eign trade; organizing and guiding state export/import enterprises
and economic agencies abroad; and, realizing an effective customs
policy.70 These attributes reflect a foreign trade structure which
was intended at the time to trade primarily within the East Euro-
pean communist bloc. As such, the functions are quite general.
There was no need for special provisions to facilitate trade with
the West at that time because there simply was none.
Over the years some changes were forthcoming, but essen-
foreign trade and developing the same; regulating the operation of all foreign
trade activities; and realizing the operation of the foreign trade system by means
of such actions as the freeing of the import authority, delivery of certificates of
origin, and informing other countries of commercial conditions in Romania.
68. See note 9 supra, at 11.
69. T. R. POPESCU, PROBLEME JuKiDicE tN RELATILE COMMERCIALE INTER-
NATIONALE ALE R.P.R., Bucuresti: Editura de Stat., 37 (1955).
70. Id. at 45-46.
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tially, the functions of the Ministry of Foreign Trade remained
the same. Until very recently, the Ministry had virtually complete
and total control over all operations and transactions relating to
foreign trade. Working through the National Bank of Romania
and its (the Ministry's) various subordinate agencies and enter-
prises, the Ministry of Foreign Trade was basically at the top of
the pyramid of the Romanian foreign trade structure with power
being dispersed downwards to subordinate state organizations.
As a result, all decisions on imports came through the Ministry
with the help of the import planning authorities. Similarly, all
export decisions had to be channeled through, decided upon, and
approved by the Ministry of Foreign Trade.
More recently, however, new legislation was passed which
reflects the government's interest in making the Ministry of For-
eign Trade compatible with the various reorganized economic or-
ganizations and agencies. 1 In the new legislation, two ideas
seem to have emerged in addition to the Act's avowed purpose of
accommodating economic reorganization and reform within the
country. Both the idea of a collective leadership within the realm
of foreign trade and the idea of a unified organizational scheme
amongst this leadership run through this decree. In this way, the
legislation is intended to effectively carry out the economic policy
of the Romanian Communist Party and to correct the country's
foreign trade problems.
The decree itself develops the functions of the Ministry of
Foreign Trade very clearly and goes to the heart of Romania's for-
eign trade needs and difficulties. It talks optimistically in terms
of developing Romania's foreign exchange by continuing the en-
largement of the country's international commercial relations.
More particularly, the Act discusses openly the greater promo-
tion of cooperation between Romania and foreign enterprises.72
As we shall see, this provision would seem to be directed at fa-
cilitating the industrial centrals idea by encouraging direct enter-
prise contact and no longer speaking in terms of mandatory regu-
lation by the Ministry of Foreign Trade at this level. As to instru-
mentation of the foreign trade plan (traditionally under the ex-
clusive domain of the Ministry), the Act talks in terms of the plan-
ning authority still resting in the Ministry but in conjunction with
71. DECRET nr. 622, September 12, 1969 (privind organizarea si function-
area Ministerului Comertului Exterior).
72. Id. at Art. 6.
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other ministries, central banking and planning organs, and, most
importantly, even local (production) organizations.7 3  In other
articles, the Ministry's tight control over both the development of
efficiency in foreign trade and the coordination of both export and
import activities gives way to the idea of the Ministry of Foreign
Trade participating in a more responsive collective leadership
group."4 Especially important here is the local organizations hav-
ing some say in the planning of foreign trade. As will be seen,
this is one of the main goals of the Industrial Centrals Act.
While the Ministry of Foreign Trade appears to have lost
some of its authority, or to be now sharing that authority with
other State organs, it should be noted that several articles of the
Act give the Ministry broad approval and verification powers as
well as the power to compel reports from subordinate units at all
levels.75  Furthermore, the remaining extent of power and scope
of authority of the Ministry of Foreign Trade is in its ability to
send obligatory instructions and commands to all ministries con-
cerned with foreign trade, central economic organizations, indus-
trial centrals, and enterprises. 76  Finally, under this new Act, it
is still the Ministry of Foreign Trade that is accountable ulti-
mately to both the government and the Communist Party for the
execution and realization of the foreign trade plan.77
3. The Workings of the Act.-
Having laid the ground work by setting the Ministry of For-
eign Trade (both before and after its reorganization) in its proper
perspective, we are ready to proceed to the Industrial Centrals Act
itself. Passed in 1969, this legislation came approximately one
year after the Bank of Foreign Trade Act was passed and some
four months before the Ministry of Foreign Trade reorganization
Act. As such, it is an integral part of the broad scheme of eco-
nomic reform that has directly affected Romanian foreign trade in
the late 1960's and into this decade. The general purposes of the
Act are laid out in its preface. As defined, the industrial central is
an autonomous economic unit made up of a union of enterprises
(or unions of many enterprises) with a similar structure and na-
73. Id. at Art. 7.
74. Id. at Arts. 8 & 9.
75. Id. at Arts. 11 & 12.
76. Id. at Art. 13.
77. Id. at Art. 14.
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ture and/or with a similar function as to its economic activities.7"
Thus, the enterprises are grouped according to the principle of
horizontal or vertical concentration depending upon the specific
nature of production. "The form of the 'industrial central' de-
pends on the specific nature of the production processes, the size
and number of enterprises, their geographical location, and the
economic and technical cooperation occurring between the com-
ponent units."'7  As the Act itself is rather broad in scope and in-
tended to affect economic reform and reorganization throughout
the country's industrial and manufacturing sectors, we will con-
centrate upon those parts of the Act which affect the operation of
foreign trade.
Specifically, there are several different combinations which
an industrial central can comprise. It can be made up of state
enterprises which produce the same products or related products.
Other possibilities include enterprises which take raw materials and
then make the final product as well as cooperating enterprises
within a specific production area. Also included are state enter-
prises of a complex structure involving two or more sub-branches
in addition to basic simple structure enterprises. 80 The implica-
tions of this are obvious. By permitting such a broad range of
combinations and alignments, this Act gives to the Romanian plan-
ning authorities and the Ministry of Foreign Trade great flexibility
in reorganizing the industrial sector of the economy to accommo-
date the specific needs of the foreign trade plan. No longer is
the foreign trade system strictly structured with the various minis-
tries, led by the Ministry of Foreign Trade, exercising power down
through the state trading companies and ultimately down to the
individual enterprises. Now, while the ministries and state trad-
ing companies maintain their own roles within the system, there is
new organization at the enterprise level. By consolidating and
combining enterprises, it is clear that the resulting autonomous
units have a greater role to play in the whole foreign trade system
and that their responsibilities must necessarily increase as the in-
dustrial centrals mature and develop.
With the above expanded structural base, what functions and
authorities are possessed by an industrial central under this Act?
78. HCM nr. 586, March 24, 1969 (Hotdrlre pentru aprobarea Itatilui cen-
tralei industriale (cadru)), Preface and Art. 1.
79. See note 2 part two supra, at 21.
80. See note 78 supra, at Preface.
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In general, these units organize the economic activities of all the
enterprise units of which the industrial central is made up. This
includes managing and answering for subordinate enterprises, es-
tablishing directives and programs for economic and technical de-
velopment in accord with both the national economic plan and the
foreign trade plan, and having considerable control over its own fi-
nancial operations."' Thus, taking over some of the present func-
tions and attributes of the ministries, state trading companies, and
other central organizations, the industrial centrals function as in-
dependent, profit-making units with their own economic adminis-
tration. They are legal corporate entities having financial means
of their own and are able to carry out their own financial opera-
tions.8 2 Note also, that while the centrals will take over much of
the current functions of the ministries as regards operational con-
trol, their subordinate enterprises will also have a greater measure
of discretion than they have at present over current operations.
Functionally, industrial centrals are given a broad scope of
general economic attributes so as to develop and increase produc-
tion efficiency, particularly in the foreign trade sphere. Under the
Act, an industrial central makes proposals for the national eco-
nomic plan and the foreign trade plan. Furthermore, it formu-
lates its own internal plan and places obligations on the component
enterprises, including its own directives in addition to those of the
Ministry of Foreign Trade and other central state organs. Beyond
planning, an industrial central's general functions include organiz-
ing and controlling the means of production within that central and
also seeing to various production related operations such as the
supply of materials, equipment repair, and proper use of energy
resources.8 3 In this way it sees to the streamlining of its subordi-
nate enterprises so as to ensure a concentration of production and
a standardization of those products."4
The industrial central is to provide the guidance, coordina-
tion, and control for the productive process, and it is responsible
for all operational stages within the central. By this broad range
of functions, the industrial central not only plays a very active role
in the efficient operation of the economic system, but by con-
tributing to overall economic planning, it is a dramatic departure
81. See note 78 supra, at Arts. 2 & 4.
82. See note 2 part two supra, at 21, and see note 78 supra, at Art. 4.
83. See note 78 supra, at Art. 15(a), (b), (c), (d).
84. See note 2 part two supra, at 22.
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from the traditional communist theory of economic decision mak-
ing, which has always rested upon centralization. This is espe-
cially true in the foreign trade area where planning has always
been strictly the province of the Ministry of Foreign Trade and
the higher state planning organizations.
To ensure that these general functions are implemented, the
industrial centrals Act further spells out specific functions in five
areas. These include research and design activities, investment
and construction, production and worker organization, technical
and material supply, and the sale of products domestically.
In the realm of research, an industrial central is granted
considerable authority to develop research projects and to coordi-
nate all research activitities of subordinate units. In this way, it
has a considerable voice in its own future and particularly in the
direction of its productive capabilities. As the central office of
the basic economic unit, it receives studies and reports of new
trends in world technology, and develops new designs and tech-
niques by coordinating the efforts of its subordinate units. Fi-
nally, as the coordinator of all research activities within the spe-
cialized area of production, it grants complete technical assistance
to its subordinate enterprises.8 5
As to investment and construction, Article 16(B) empowers
an industrial central to direct and coordinate all building activi-
ties within the enterprise. This includes all expansion by way of
new factories and modernization as to existing facilities. A cen-
tral also has responsibility for the mapping out and implement-
ing the investment plans of its component enterprises. On the
basis of proposals from the subordinate units and its own fi-
nancial determinations, made in conjunction with the national eco-
nomic plan, it makes investment decisions for the industrial cen-
tral as a whole and also for the individual enterprises.8 6  Control
over the financial means of a central and specific authority to
make investment decisions concerning the central's profits and
state subsidies are enormous economic powers, especially in light
of previous financial policy in the industrial sphere. More will
be said about this financial authority later.
With respect to production and worker organization an in-
dustrial central organizes, coordinates, and controls all production
85. See note 78 supra, at Art. 16(A).
86. Id. at Art. 16(B).
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activities. It is especially concerned with improving cooperation
between its component enterprises and also between related in-
dustrial centrals in its given production area. By use of scien-
tific methods and research studies, the central is expected to effi-
ciently design and use its manpower resources so as to maximize
its own financial opportunities and make an effective contribution
to Romania's economy. 7 Because of the authority granted by
this law with respect to its own profits and financial resources,
there is a strong incentive here for a central to be prudent and
careful in its production activities and to be resourceful in the
effective and efficient use of its manpower.
The industrial central is given extensive power and responsi-
bility under Article 17 with reference to technical and material
supply. In fulfilling this role, the central uses both domestic
sources and imports. As to the latter, it relies not only upon im-
port enterprises under the Ministry of Foreign Trade and other
industrial centrals in related production areas, but also upon its
own production units. Furthermore, a central has planning au-
thority to coordinate these supply activities and is able to set and
control consumption of these technical and material supplies. In
cluded in these attributes is the authority to enter into long range
contracts with other centrals or economic units in order to sup-
ply subordinate units through internal and external contractors. 88
These functional provisions show the self-sufficiency and eco-
nomic autonomy of the central, and again represent a significant
change from prior commercial policy when the Ministry of Foreign
Trade and the appropriate ministry had the exclusive right and
authority to coordinate such supply, particularly that accomplished
through import.
Finally, as concerns the sale of products in Romania, the in-
dustrial central has very broad powers to plan, promote, negotiate,
contract and distribute sales of its subordinate units' products
within Romania.8 9 When one considers the impact of dozens of
industrial centrals working hard to efficiently and profitably dis-
pose of their products, it is clear that the implications of a system
of industrial centrals is, indeed, dramatic for the Romanian eco-
omy.
It is with reference to the specific foreign trade attributes of
87. id. at Art. 16(C).
88. Id. at Art. 17(A).
89. Id. at Art. 17(B).
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the centrals that we need to devote special attention. There are
two sections of the Act (Article 17(C) and Articles 18-19) which
deal with the industrial central functions with respect to the sale
of export products and industrial central cooperation in produc-
tion with foreign firms and organizations.
Under Article 17(C), a central organizes and promotes the
sale of its own export products and is responsible for the carrying
out of all delivery obligations. It is also responsible for the
drawing up and implementation of its own export plan which is
made in conjunction with the foreign trade plan. This means that
it must work in close collaboration with the higher state organs of
foreign trade in order to explore and contact prospects in foreign
markets. It is given the authority to set up separate sub-units or
enterprises concerned exclusively with export problems, and it also
has considerable leeway to adjust and respond to changing eco-
nomic conditions in the export field.9" Furthermore, a central is
given considerable latitude within the foreign trade plan to decide
what self-produced products it chooses to export, and it is actu-
ally entitled, as a corporate legal entity, to conclude contracts with
foreign trading partners. Responsibility for delivery obligations
gives a central the ability to directly export its products without
being channeled via state trading companies and/or the Ministry
of Foreign Trade.
The industrial central, because of its financial autonomy, is
empowered to control directly with the Romanian Bank of For-
eign Trade for the purpose of obtaining credit in hard currency.
This is a great aid to the central, enabling it to deal directly and
openly with foreign traders. Furthermore, under this Article, cen-
trals are able to participate as autonomous, independent legal en-
tities in Romanian Chamber of Commerce activities, foreign trade
fairs and exhibits, and international commercial advertising.
This includes the sending abroad of permanent representatives,
commercial agents, and temporary delegations on behalf of the
central. Finally, to facilitate its role as a direct supplier of its
subordinate enterprises' products, an industrial central is allowed,
with the approval of the appropriate ministry and the Ministry of
Foreign Trade, to establish storehouses abroad for the holding of
90. These adjustments may even occur within twelve month periods so long
as they do not conflict with the national (economic) plan or the foreign trade
plan.
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Romanian goods to be promoted for export in another countryf 1
Thus, industrial centrals are given considerable latitude in the ex-
porting of their own goods, and this, in itself, is a considerable de-
parture from prior exporting practice.
Equally important are the provisions of the Act relating to
cooperation in production with foreign firms and organizations.
This is very significant because it is an attempt by the Romanian
government to make it easier for foreign traders to deal with Ro-
manian industry and manufacturing. As we have seen, the cen-
tral is endowed with the power to determine and guide the produc-
tive operations of its subordinate enterprises and to maximize their
industrial capacity. We have also noted that it organizes and con-
trols all the financial activities of the central as a whole and all its
subordinate units. Under Article 18, an industrial central has
considerable planning authority as to the use of foreign currency.
In fact, a central actually draws up a valuta (hard currency) plan
for itself. This plan, of course, must be approved by higher au-
thorities and coordinated with the national economic plan and the
state budget. Financial authority also includes the quarterly allo-
cation of planned profits arising out of central production and the
implementation of both cash and credit plans for distribution
to subordinate units. This authority is carried out in collabora-
tion with the Ministry of Finance, the Ministry of Foreign Trade,
both the National Bank of Romania and the Romanian Foreign
Trade Bank, and other central planning and financial organiza-
tions. 92 One further area of discretion and authority refers to pri-
cing. While an industrial central does not have total freedom to set
prices for its products, it is able to influence pricing decisions of
the higher state organs. Hence, pricing research and studies are
extremely important to the centrals and play a very significant role
in its planning activities.
Planning authority in this area of cooperation in production
with foreign firms and organizations further includes setting pol-
icy with respect to all internal organization with a central. In this
way, an industrial central is able to structure itself so as to be
receptive to foreign trade. Among its functions in this respect are
included the power and authority to set selection criteria for per-
sonnel, to set long range staff programs for subordinate units, to
91. See note 78 supra, at Art. 17(C).
92. Id. at Art. 18.
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coordinate enterprise staffs with particular production efforts, and
to organize management staffs and approve technical units at the
administrative level. Control as to management and personnel
matters also goes to the making of policy decisions concerning sal-
aries, promotions, and transfers."8 With such broad reign over the
internal organization and operation of both the industrial central
as a whole and its subordinate enterprises, the central office's (of
an industrial central) ability to respond to varying and changing
production needs, both at home and abroad, is clearly established.
Several points emerge from these numerous and diverse pro-
visions with respect to the role of the industrial central within the
foreign trade system. That role can be defined in terms of new
forms of commercial authority and responsibility. First, the key
point is that the central emerges as an autonomous legal-economic
entity with an important place within the economic system as a
whole and with particular significance to Romania's foreign trade.
This ability to operate as a separate legal entity in foreign trade
activities encompasses, as we have seen, the selection of products
for export, the direct sale of those exports, and the delivery obli-
gations with respect to those sales.
Second, the industrial centrals scheme has placed in the
hands of each central and its subordinate enterprises the authority
and responsibility of organizing, coordinating, and running the
means of production. Included here are all phases of the pro-
ductive process and production related operations and services
falling within the scope of the central. This may also involve not
only organizing and coordinating within the central, but between
a group of centrals (and their enterprises) in a related production
area. It has been seen that this is a very broad power permitting
a central to structure its productive enterprises as it deems most
appropriate and efficient for selling its products in foreign mar-
kets. This power affords a central considerable flexibility to ad-
just itself internally so as to meet changing economic conditions
both externally and internally. It also allows a central to direct
and coordinate its own expansion construction and modernization,
thereby giving the central considerable voice in its physical growth
and development.
Third, and somewhat related to the second point, is an indus-
trial central's important function of supply, both for its productive
93. Id.
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enterprises and as a supplier of its products upon final manu-
facture. This function obviously shows the expanded role of the
central as more than just a manufacturing operation. Supply re-
sponsibility gives a central added attributes and, in a sense,
multiple duties with respect to the basic manufacturing process.
It has been shown that these duties range from the authority to
make long term contracts for material and technical supply and
to set consumption norms, to the right to set up warehouses abroad
in order to facilitate export sales. Furthermore, supply responsi-
bility draws the central into the realm of imports, and we have
noted that an industrial central does have some influence in the de-
cision to import certain items into Romania.
Fourth, and perhaps most significantly, great responsibility
is placed in each industrial central with respect to authority over
the financial means and earned profits of the central. This power
of the purse brings a great deal of control to a central to guide and
compel its subordinate units, and it is clearly reflected in a cen-
tral's ability to allocate profits, authorize cash and credit plans,
and influence the pricing of its products. It also carries with it,
however, considerable responsibility to run the central profitably
and efficiently. For this reason, the industrial central is author-
ized to communicate and coordinate upwards to the various
higher state planning and financial organizations. Such financial
responsibility when coupled with the above production authority
leaves little doubt but that the Romanian government intended not
merely a new autonomous organization at the basic level of pro-
duction, but a real reordering of the economic structure as well.
Fifth, it is clear that the industrial central has a great deal of
responsibility with respect to planning for both its subordinate
enterprises and its productive and financial growth. While deci-
sion making power is shared with the higher state planning or-
ganizations, the central is to have considerable breadth of author-
ity to investigate and study better methods of production in light
of world technological development, more profitable investment
possibilities, and more efficient organizational and administrative
programs. In general, then, these planning functions all give the
centrals great flexibility in meeting changing world financial and
economic conditions. The extent of a centrals authority to plan is
unmistakably seen in its power to establish a valuta (hard cur-
rency) plan. It should also be noted that planning authority
may go beyond the mere central itself and involve joint programs
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and combinations of centrals on a horizontal basis or even several
centrals and their enterprises, trading companies, and ministries
on a vertical basis. Finally, planning responsibility significantly
involves directors, managers, foremen, workers representatives,
and even workers themselves at the enterprise and factory levels
in addition to the hierarchy of the central itself. In this sense, then,
an industrial central probably best represents an effective grass-
roots industrial organization in Romania.
4. The Impact of the Industrial Central on the Romanian For-
eign Trade System.-
In light of the above forms of commercial authority and re-
sponsibility as relates to foreign trade, we might next ask what
impact this has on the Romanian foreign trade system. Initially,
it should be evident that industrial centrals are taking over many
of the functions within the foreign trade structure previously held
by the industrial ministries and the state trading companies. Such
reorganization reflects a "search for greater efficiency in day to
day operations with less central regulation and for more rational
economic criteria for long term decision making. '94 It should also
be obvious that under the Act the industrial central itself and its
subordinate enterprises achieve a degree of control and authority
over their operations previously unknown in the Romanian eco-
nomic system.
Specifically, the impact of the industrial central on Romania's
foreign trade system manifests itself in several ways. One of the
stated goals of the Act is to increase cooperation and collaboration
in international commercial exchange. As noted above, a fair
portion of this law directs itself to aiding exporting and facilitating
trade relations with foreign firms and organizations. The very
structural make up of the industrial centrals scheme reflects this
purpose. Industry and manufacturing are regrouped in units hav-
ing common interests. These groupings may be geographical, pro-
duction oriented, supply oriented, or a combination of the above.
They may be strictly horizontal or reflect vertical tendencies.
Each central is an autonomous legal unit able to negotiate
and contract independently and directly with a foreign trader.
Particularly significant in this respect is the ability of the central to
handle its own financial affairs, and especially to transact business
94. See note 9 supra, at 3.
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directly using hard currency. Furthermore, complete control by
an industrial central of internal administrative policy and structure,
supply matters, and allocation of manpower allows for a very ad-
justable and facilitative trading posture in dealing with foreign
commercial agents. The core idea, then, running throughout this
Act, and the thrust of its provisions is clearly to be more responsive
to foreign trade needs and procedures.
Equally facilitating in its impact and attractive in its function,
are the specific attributes of the Act providing for the sale of cen-
tral exports and central cooperation with foreign firms. For in-
stance, responsibility for delivery obligations necessarily requires
a close working contact with foreign traders beyond the mere con-
tract stage. Also, such specific export related authority as a cen-
trals right to determine what products it will export, to draw up an
export plan, and to organize special export sub-units all lead to
close examination of foreign markets and to an interest in respond-
ing to those market needs. Furthermore, the broad range of plan-
ning attributes assigned to the centrals highlight a very strong de-
sire to implement and develop closer ties with foreign trading in-
terests. Broad planning authority certainly allows a central to re-
act to what it sees as the most promising foreign market or trader,
and so, must be seen as having a very positive impact on the
growth of Romanian foreign trade.
Before continuing, we should briefly mention the procedure
by which foreign trade transactions were carried on before estab-
lishment of the centrals so as to understand what changes the
centrals have brought. As we have seen, under the traditional
state foreign trade system in Romania, the Ministry of Foreign
Trade was responsible for the planning and supervision of all for-
eign trade activities. Since Romanian industry and manufactur-
ing are controlled by various industrial ministries, which are in
turn supported by the planning and research institutes, the Minis-
try of Foreign Trade worked in close connection with these higher
state organizations. We have also noted that actual sales and
purchases were made by the state trading companies, which were
directly responsible to the Ministry of Foreign Trade.95 At the
bottom of this structure were the various enterprises and factories
receiving not only production directives from their appropriate
ministries and planning authorities but also trade quotas, requests,
95. Id. at 11. Sales and purchases themselves also required approval by
the Ministry of Foreign Trade and the appropriate industrial ministry.
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and directives from the Ministry of Foreign Trade and the appro-
priate state trading companies. Local plant managers and enter-
prise directors had very little voice in export-import decisions, and,
as might be expected, the system was subject to numerous break-
downs and problems with respect to meeting the foreign trade
plans as set by the government..
In very practical terms, then, this meant that a foreign
businessman interested in either an import or export transaction
could approach trade with Romania only through the Ministry of
Foreign Trade. From there his inquiry would be channeled down-
ward through the appropriate state trading company eventually
reaching the factory or enterprise concerned. If the Romanians
were interested in the transaction, all business negotiations, in-
cluding the contract agreement and even the carrying out and
completion of the contract obligations, would have to be con-
ducted through this long process. The system thus made for a
very lengthy commercial procedure which was subject to delays
and difficulties of all kinds. It also allowed the Romanians
(through the Ministry of Foreign Trade's power of approval) to
drive hard bargains and, in fact, to terminate negotiations or even
contracts almost at will. While this centralized system obviously
had some advantages for the government, it was not conducive to
an efficient and profitable foreign trade system that could bring
Romania the kind of industrial and technological help she needed
to develop her economy and that could help solve her balance of
payments problem with respect to hard foreign currencies.
Thus, we have seen the industrial centrals legislation as an
attempt to make Romanian industry and manufacturing more
responsive to world trade conditions and practices. As a result of
this Act, it is evident that foreign businessmen may now avoid
much of the arduous process of the old foreign trade system by
dealing directly with the factory or enterprise which interests them.
Since, as we have seen, the industrial centrals are independent and
autonomous, much of the transaction, including complicated com-
mercial details, can be negotiated directly in an efficient and fast
way. It is now more likely that the foreign trader will come
away from the transaction with a completed contract and a suc-
cessful purchase or sale under the industrial centrals scheme.
While we have spelled out in rather considerable detail the
independence and autonomy of the industrial central within the
foreign trade system, it should not be thought that the state mo-
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nopoly or ultimate control of the Ministry of Foreign Trade have
been weakened in any way. The Ministry retains final approval
authority over all import and export transactions, and, as noted,
much of the new discretion and decision making on the part of the
centrals and their enterprises are subject to a final check by the
Ministry of Foreign Trade and other state organizations. For in-
stance, with reference to both production and financial planning,
we have seen that while the centrals now have considerable voice
in policy and planning decisions, whatever they decide must fit
into the national economic plan and the foreign trade plan. It
must also be compatible with the decisions and directives of the
higher state financial organs, such as the National Bank of Ro-
mania and the Romanian Bank of Foreign Trade. Producing en-
terprises will continue to receive certain compulsory indicators
(both financial and production) from the higher planning authori-
ties, and the Ministry of Foreign Trade will retain its supervisory
role over foreign trade, emphasizing its policy making and co-
ordinating roles more than that of operational director.
Finally, it should also be pointed out that while the Ministry
of Foreign Trade and higher state organizations will readjust their
roles as to export transactions in light of the industrial central in-
novation, imports will remain largely under the centralized control
of the Ministry of Foreign Trade and its subordinate state trading
companies. Because of the hard currency deficit, it is still very
important for Romania, at this stage of her economic development,
to plan and coordinate the use of the import transaction to her
best advantage both industrially and financially. While industrial
central discretion, authority and responsibility touch the import
transaction area, the centrals are far more limited in this area than
they are in the field of exports.
III. CONCLUSION
It is evident that Romania has made a strong move in the
direction of improving her foreign trade system and consequently
increasing her trade relations in the West. She has gone about
this through foreign policy, through economic legislation, and by
means of actual commercial practice. We have focused on the
legislative approach and seen that Romania, in a rush of legisla-
tive activity in the late 1960's, carried out economic reorganiza-
tion and reform in several areas. The thrust of this legislation has
been to facilitate the foreign trade transaction and to increase hard
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currency earnings. Furthermore, this approach has been a broad
one, characterized by different types of economic laws ranging
from "aiding" and "facilitating" legislative acts to legislation which
controls and reorganizes.
Several significant conclusions emerge. First, it is especially
encouraging that unlike some other East European economic re-
form schemes and reorganizations, which have been characterized
by mass, poorly planned legislative reform, Romania has ap-
proached the task on a step by step basis. By modifying existing
legislation and introducing new well-written laws, Romania is cer-
tain to achieve a more effective and enduring reorganization of
her foreign trade system.
Furthermore, it is always impressive to see such reform take
place in an East European socialist country since legislation
there represents the true will and intention of the ruling Com-
munist Party. In this case, there were no lobbies or pressure
group activities for or against the legislation we have seen, only
the policy and planning of the Romanian Communist Party. Leg-
islation such as this would seem to indicate an enlightened and
progressive commercial policy developing in the Party.
Finally, this wave of reform legislation has continued to
grow. Within the past year Romania has passed two very
significant laws in the foreign trade sector. One, passed in Janu-
ary 1971,96 permits foreign firms to establish permanent trade
representatives in Romania.9" The other, which became law in
March 1971, 98 is even more significant. Essentially, it makes pos-
sible a unique form of direct contact between Romanian industry
and foreign markets, permits the establishment of joint compa-
nies (joint ventures) in Romania between Romanian enterprises
and foreign companies, and allows up to 49% foreign ownership
of equity in joint ventures on Romanian soil, with guaranteed
hard currency repatriation of profits. "Under this law Romanian
96. DECREE No. 15 of January 25, 1971, On authorization and working
regulations of commercial agencies set up by foreign trading firms and econom-
ic organizations in the Socialist Republic of Romania, Published in 10 OFFICIAL
BULLETIN OF THE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF ROMANIA, March 17, 1971.
97. Prior to the passage of this law, foreign companies could have agents
and representatives in Romania but not operating out of permanent offices;
rather, they were required to work out of temporary hotel room offices.
98. LAW No. I of March 1971, On foreign trade and economic and tech-
nico-scientific cooperation activities in the Socialist Republic of Romania, 33
OFFICIAL BULLETIN OF THE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF ROMANIA, March 17, 1971.
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enterprise will be seeking Western capital goods, technology, and
management expertise in the form of equity investment rather
than licensing or straight imports." 99
The new joint venture law would seem to represent some-
what of a departure from the trend we have traced in this Article.
While simple licensing and the ordinary export-import transac-
tions were the focus of Romanian foreign trade efforts in the
1960's, it may well be that the more ambitious and complex joint
venture scheme will reflect the Romanian foreign trade pattern of
the 1970's. Indeed, it would appear that this Act is aimed di-
rectly at American investment since U.S. companies are espe-
cially receptive to the joint venture idea. At this point, it is still
too early to analyze this legislation in any meaningful way, but it
is, at least, very clear that this Act represents the latest stage in
the process of legislative economic reform that we have exam-
ined in this Article.
Romania is indeed looking West. Beyond more policy and
commercial overtures, the legislation is being passed which will
allow Romania to establish a well structured system of foreign
trade. Old barriers are breaking down and it remains now for
Western traders to fully recognize and utilize these legislative
changes and to establish durable and lasting trade relations with
Romania.'
99. See note 10 supra, at 34.
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